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Abstract. Due to constraints inherent to a reversed-field pinch plasma configuration,
an unusual launch structure – the interdigital line – was used for lower-hybrid
current-drive experiments in the Madison Symmetric Torus. The antenna design and
performance were analyzed using an array of codes (including RANT3D/AORSA1DH, Microwave Studio and VORPAL). It was found that the voltage phasing was not
the intended one. As a result, the parallel-wavenumber spectrum of the launched
wave peaks at a value lower than desired, making the accessibility marginal. Further
simulations demonstrated that the error can largely be corrected by either lowering
the antenna operating frequency or shortening the length of the resonators.

1. Introduction
Uchimoto et al. used ray tracing and MHD simulation with an ad hoc force term to
show that edge lower-hybrid (LH) poloidal current drive could suppress tearing-mode
activity in Reversed-Field Pinches (RFPs) in order to improve confinement [1]. For
optimal effect, it was shown that the driven current should peak just inside the reversal
surface, which is at about 0.8 of the minor radius and where the toroidal magnetic field
changes sign. For the Madison Symmetric Torus (MST) [2] it was estimated that at
least 1 MW of absorbed power would be necessary.
Recently, a proof-of-concept experimental effort was made at MST to gradually
start testing Uchimoto’s scheme in situ [3]. This paper is about the simulations done
in support of this effort.
RF sources at 800 MHz were available free of cost and this frequency was therefore
chosen. At 800 MHz, the fast wave would in MST have to tunnel about 5 cm from
an antenna into the plasma to propagate, an unacceptably long distance. Launching a
slow wave is the more feasible option for current drive in MST. The slow wave starts
propagating much closer to the plasma edge and with a short enough parallel wavelength
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it could in principle propagate all the way to the lower-hybrid resonance deep inside the
plasma. The primary constraint on a launch structure is then that it excites a wave
with
c kk
> 7.5 ,
(1)
nk =
ω
to avoid cut off inside the plasma. Unfortunately it would not be possible to use
the standard LH grill antenna in MST because the large porthole it would require
to fit through the conducting shell would introduce large field errors and destroy MHD
stability. The conducting shell must not only be free of large portholes, it must also be
close fitting to the plasma. A launch structure inside the conducting shell would have to
be very flat, less than 2 cm in the radial direction on the inboard side and even less on
the outboard side. The largest porthole in MST is 11.43 cm in diameter and it would be
highly desirable if the launch structure could be installed through this porthole. With
these severe constraints, an unusual design was chosen: the interdigital line.
1.1. The MST LH antenna
The interdigital line traveling-wave antenna design, chosen to meet the difficult
requirements discussed in the previous section, is based on the interdigital bandpass
filter proposed by Matthaei [4]. It is similar to combline [5, 6] and fishbone [7] antennas,
even though those are both operated at much lower frequencies for fast-wave launch.
Like the combline antenna, the interdigital line has a set of parallel resonators that
are capacitively and/or inductively coupled to propagate a wave down the structure.
Unlike the combline, which has resonators all grounded on the same side and open
on the opposite side, the interdigital line has resonators that are alternately grounded
on opposite sides. In fact, the interdigital line can be thought of as two interleaved
comblines. The MST implementation of the interdigital line [3] has grounded planes
both at the back and the front of the antenna, with an aperture in the front plane.
According to approximate analytic theory, the phase difference between resonator rods
is determined solely by the length of the rods. However, as we shall discuss later, in
this respect this theory is simplistic. The theory does correctly predict that the voltage
and current phasings differ by 180◦ . The interdigital line will thus launch two counterpropagating waves, one voltage (electric) wave and one current (magnetic) wave, which
might, on a side note, qualify it as a meta material. To suppress competition between
the counter-propagating waves, it is desirable for the launch structure to have a large
impedance to minimize the amplitude of the current wave. For the latest version (MkIII)
of the MST interdigital line, CST Microwave Studior was used to fine tune the design
and computed the self-impedance of the rods (rod-to-ground plane) to be about 100 Ω
and the mutual impedance (rod-to-rod) to be about 3000 Ω.
Another attractive feature of the interdigital line is that it can be powered by thin
coaxial feeds. The MkIII antenna uses 1 58 ” coax feeds fitting through 2” port holes. For
impedance matching between the 50 Ω coax and the 100 Ω antenna, three matching
straps are used.
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For a thorough discussion of the MST interdigital line we refer to Chapter 2.1 of
Ref. [8].
2. Simulations
A small arsenal of codes was used to analyze the MkIII MST LH antenna, including
RANT3D/AORSA1D-H [9], CST Microwave Studior (MWS), VORPALr [10] and
COMSOL Multiphysicsr [11]. COMSOL was only used late in the project and its
results were deemed less reliable than earlier VORPAL results and will therefore not
be presented here, but can be found in Chapter 2.2 of Ref. [8]. The MkI antenna was
designed simply using the approximate analytic theory of Matthaei [4] and SPICE circuit
simulation to model the coupled transmission lines and fine-tune the phasing given a
fixed geometry. The MkII was designed additionally using FastCap (3D electrostatic
finite-element method) to accurately compute the rod end capacitances, neglected for
MkI. Only for designing the impedance matching straps of the MkIII version was MWS
finally brought in. All the codes used a flattened model of the antenna, except VORPAL,
which used a fully realistic model, as shown in Fig. 4.
The plasma parameters used for all the simulations presented here are those of a
standard MST discharge with 400 kA of plasma current. LH experiments have also
been performed for higher-confinement pulsed poloidal current drive discharges with
gas puffing used to compensate for the decrease in edge plasma density, but these are
beyond the scope of this paper. For a standard discharge the distance from the antenna
to the plasma edge is 1.3 cm.
2.1. RANT3D/AORSA1D-H simulations
RANT3D solves for the electromagnetic fields in and around an antenna, where the
antenna is modeled as a set of conductors with prescribed currents. Following Golant’s
RF coupling theory [12], the plasma is described by an impedance matrix at the assumed
vacuum-plasma interface. The version of RANT3D we used loads an impedance matrix
computed by the AORSA1D-H code. AORSA1D-H is a tokamak code and several
modifications were necessary to make it work for a Reversed-Field Pinch (RFP), such
as the MST. Perhaps the most important one was to include the poloidal upshift of
the parallel wave number. In an RFP the edge magnetic field is predominantly in the
poloidal direction and the parallel wave number is therefore roughly equal to m/r where
m is the poloidal mode number and r is the minor radius. As a wave propagates into
the plasma, m remains fixed but r decreases and the parallel wave number increases
(is upshifted). The upshift is critical to avoid reflection and also increases the Landau
damping, as shown in Fig. 1.
The Fourier transform of the Poynting flux is shown in Fig. 2. The nk (nz in the
plots) peaks at 7.5, right where Matthaei’s theory predicts the contribution from the
dominant voltage wave to be, determined by rod length and rod-to-rod separation. The
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Figure 1. Left: Contour plot of poloidal magnetic field from an MSTFIT equilibrium
with the thick diagonal line showing the one-dimensional simulation domain of
AORSA1D-H. Right: <Ez as function of minor radius. Wave is launched from antenna
with nk = 7.5. When it reaches r = 0.38 m it is upshifted to nk ≈ 10.5, causing very
strong electron Landau damping.

Figure 2. Plots of <Px (real part of radial Poynting flux) in wave number space.
Contour plot to the left, darker here means more power entering the plasma. Surface
plot to the right.

secondary peak at -7.5 comes from a superposition of reflected voltage wave (due to
imperfect impedance matching) and the launched current wave, which, as mentioned
above, is phased oppositely of the electric wave for an interdigital line antenna. The
peaking of n⊥ (ny in the plots) at ±1 is also explained by theory, which describes the
wave travelling along a resonator rod (in the y-direction) as a quasi-TEM mode. The
n⊥ = +1 peak comes from the rods grounded on one side of the antenna and the n⊥ = −1
from the rods grounded on the opposite side.
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The radial Poynting flux is given by
1
(Ey Bz∗ − Ez By∗ ) .
Px =
2µ0
The plasma load is defined as
R R
P dy dz
z y x
,
Z = 2 P16
∗
k=1 Ik Ik
where the digits are numbered from k = 1 to k = 16 and Ik is the RMS current on digit
k. In the RANT3D simulations this load is computed to be 3.2 Ω, with 11 W of power
entering the plasma and the sum of currents squared 6.6 A2 (1 A on the first digit). This
should be considered an acceptable load for the relatively high frequency. As usual, the
load depends sensitively on antenna-plasma distance. In the simulations, reducing the
antenna-plasma distance by a mere 3 mm (to 1.0 cm) more than doubles the plasma
load to 6.8 Ω. Increasing the distance by 3 mm (to 1.6 cm) decreases to load to 2.2 Ω.
Under the assumption of +90◦ voltage phase difference between adjacent antenna
rods, the MST LH antenna should thus work well. However, as we will find below, the
actual voltage phase difference is smaller than that.
2.2. MWS simulations
MWS is a general-purpose electromagnetic solver that uses the Finite Integration
Technique, which solves the integral form of Maxwell’s equations. The solver numerically
solves the equations within a finite domain and can use multiple grid shapes, though
for these simulations, a hexahedral mesh is used. Depending on the problem type,
either transient, frequency domain, or eigenmode solvers can be used. Since we are
interested in the antenna’s bandpass characteristics and the transient solver returns the
behavior over a broad frequency range with little time penalty and allows open boundary
conditions, we use the transient solver.
To monitor the voltages and fields on the antenna a set of virtual diagnostics are
used. The components of the electric and magnetic fields can be measured at a specific
coordinate, or the entire vector field at a specific frequency can be measured. A voltage
can be found by integrating along a prescribed path: in our case, the voltages of interest
include between neighboring resonators as well as between a resonator and the antenna
backplane. While current probes were not supported at the time of the modeling, a
magnetic field probe acted as a proxy for a current phase diagnostic.
To optimize the impedance matching sections of the antenna, a flattened version
of the MkIII antenna was sufficient, and that model is used here. A flat model has the
advantages of being much simpler to (virtually) instrument, characterize, and mesh. For
a given mesh density, a flat model simulation run takes approximately a quarter of the
time. The model used is shown in Figure 3. For a plasma, use of the MWS anisotropic
dielectric model was attempted, but not successfully. The results here are for vacuum
with open boundary conditions.
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Figure 3. MWS flat model of the MkIII antenna.

2.3. VORPAL simulations
As mentioned above, the VORPAL simulations were the only ones that utilized a
realistic, curved antenna geometry and a plasma model to load the antenna. The
antenna model was not loaded from a CAD file, but rather hand coded as a macro in
the input file. The antenna model used by VORPAL is shown in Fig. 4. VORPAL
is primarily a Particle-In-Cell (PIC) code, but has a variety of other models for
reduced particle dynamics. For the simulations of the MST LH antenna we used the
standard explicit Yee update for the electromagnetic field and a cold-plasma timedomain dielectric for the electrons [13]. The cold electrons are sufficient to simulate
the propagation of the launched slow wave, but obviously not the primary absorption

Figure 4. Model of MST LH antenna (including co-axial power feeds and part of
vacuum vessel) used in VORPAL. Artificial transparency added to show interior detail.
Whole antenna to the left and close up to the right.
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Figure 5. Electric-field component Ex a quarter RF cycle apart (at times f t =
3/4, 4/4, 5/4, 6/4, 7/4, 8/4) after power was turned on. Plot of the plane z = 0, with x
on the abscissa and y on the ordinate. The 16 antenna rods are visible as a diagonal
of blue dots, indicating zero electric field in the conducting rods.

mechanism, electron Landau damping. In the simulations the slow wave is therefore only
collisionally absorbed with whatever remaining Poynting flux reaching the edges of the
simulation domain 100% absorbed by a numerical Perfectly Matched Layer (PML) [14].
VORPAL uses finite differences for spatial discretization, i.e. the spatial grid is not
aligned with the curved conducting surfaces of the antenna. To allow the conducting
surfaces to cut through cells in the spatial grid, the Dey-Mittra algorithm [15] was used.
The ability to handle curved surfaces well was critical for the decision to use VORPAL
as an antenna modeling code. On the other hand, VORPAL is a time-domain code and
the reduced electron model used required use of an explicit time step, which imposes a
severe CFL condition. The decision was nevertheless made to accept the inefficiencies
of having to use several thousand time steps per RF cycle. A typical simulation would
use several hundred thousand time steps, sometimes even a million or two, and run for
one or several months on a dedicated 34-processor cluster. The need to resolve both the
rod width and the small gap between the rod tips and the antenna side wall demanded
a sub-millimeter cell size and led to a memory requirement of tens of gigabytes of RAM
for the whole simulation domain. Several terabytes of simulation data were generated
throughout the project.
Fig. 5 shows the antenna being lit up by the EM field during the first two RF
cycles after the power is turned on. The field was excited by a current source at the
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Figure 6. Cropped screen dump from VorpalView, the primary visualization tool
used by this project. The abscissa is the time from when the power is turned on and
for the next 150 RF cycles (in seconds). The unit of the Poynting fluxes is W/m2 . The
unit of the ohmic loss is W/Ω and if it’s multiplied by the sheet resistance (resistivity
divided by skin depth) of the antenna material one gets the ohmic loss in W . For
copper at 800 MHz we calculated the sheet resistance to be 7.4mΩ.

bottom of the coax. The simulations were run until well after the transients died down
for the Poynting flux out the lower coax, typically one, or a few, hundred RF cycles. An
example is showed in Fig. 6, where two local and one global quantity are plotted against
time. The local quantities are the Poynting fluxes entering and exiting the coax feeds
of the launch structure, respectively. The global quantity is the ohmic power loss over
the whole launch structure. The plots of Fig. 6 show that the simulation had reached
approximate steady state when it ended.
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Figure 7. Magnetic-field components Bx , By and Bz (left to right) after 150 RF
cycles with power input into the left-hand coaxial feed.

3. Results
The VORPALr simulations showed that the MST interdigital line LH antenna does
launch a wave into the plasma, see Fig. 7. The primary (voltage) wave is launched northnorthwest with a faint secondary counter-propagating wave launched east-southeast.
This secondary wave is likely due to a small reflection off the almost-but-not-quitematched impedance-matching section on the output side of the antenna, possibly also
with some contribution from the current wave. Note how efficiently the PML boundaries
soak up the wave energy in the region within a few cells of the domain boundary.
The VORPAL simulations also showed that the current phasing between adjacent
rods was about -105◦ [16] (giving a voltage phasing of +75◦ ), well off from the intended
-90◦ . This discrepancy was surprisingly large and to build confidence in the VORPAL
results, a blind validation exercise was done. MWS had previously been used to analyze
the antenna, but difficulties had been encountered when using its anisotropic dielectric
to model the plasma. The comparison was therefore done for the vacuum case, where
VORPAL gave a voltage phasing of +81.2◦ . It was then revealed that the benchmark
experimentally measured phasing was +79.8◦ , with VORPAL thus just over one degree
off. The MWS result was +77.1◦ , a couple of degrees off with the simplified, flattened
antenna model and with the curved antenna model performing considerably worse.
These results are shown in Fig. 8a. It was concluded that the VORPAL simulations
were accurate, with an error bar for the voltage and current phasings of roughly one
degree.
When the antenna design was revisited, it was discovered that effect of the aperture,
visible in Fig. 4, on the antenna impedance, and thus on the voltage and current
phasings, was not considered. The incorrect phasing will increase the parallel wave
length of the launched electric wave and result in nk ≈ 6.4, a bit low for good accessibility.
The focus of the VORPAL and MWS simulations therefore shifted from analyzing the
existing MkIII antenna (we will refer to these as Case A simulations below) to finding
the optimal way to redesign the antenna. Since the aperture cannot be removed, two
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Figure 8. Phase advance of flat antenna model as a function of frequency in the
passband. Solid lines are the phase advance of the voltage between each resonator
and grounded backplane. The dashed line is the phase advance of the current on
each resonator. a) The antenna with resonators at the designed 92.1 mm (0.246λ) in
length. The dotted line is the phase advance of the power in vacuum as measured
by the loop diagnostics in the backplane of the constructed antenna. b) The antenna
with resonators of different lengths with respect to the vacuum wavelength. VORPAL
results for Cases A, C, G are shown as well.

alternative approaches were taken to the redesign. In Case C the length of the antenna
rods was shortened by 1.3 mm and in Case G the frequency was lowered by 14 MHz.
The latter would be preferable as it is easier to retune the transmitter with the as-built
antenna rather than building a new antenna.
The simulations results are summarized in Table 1 and Fig. 8b. As can be seen,
both redesigns (Cases C and G) corrected the voltage phasing, giving close to the desired
+90◦ . However, the fraction of power injected into the launch structure that is radiated
into the plasma (Prad /Pinj ) is about 10% lower for Cases C and G than for Case A,
despite the excellent plasma load of 9.9 Ω for Case C.
Case Frequency
A
800 MHz
C
800 MHz
G
786 MHz

Rod length
92.1 mm
90.8 mm
92.1 mm

Phasing Prad /Pinj
+75◦
87%
◦
+90
77%
◦
+91
76%

PΩ /Pinj
3.3%
4.7%
4.2%

Plasma load
4.4 Ω
9.9 Ω
3.6 Ω

Table 1. Parameters and figures of merit for the antenna configurations considered.
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4. Discussion and conclusion
Our simulation work supports the idea that LH should be very well suited for edge
poloidal current drive in RFPs. The strong poloidal upshift of the parallel wave number
gives very strong electron Landau damping that localizes the narrow current profile to
the edge region. We thus concur with Uchimoto who stated “the lower-hybrid (LH)
slow wave is ideally suited for poloidal current drive in the outer region of the RFP” [1].
The simulations also indicate that the interdigital line should perform well as a launch
structure for a slow wave with appropriate parallel wave number. The interdigital line
also has good directivity, manageable ohmic losses and good plasma load in MST.
We have also shown that VORPALr time-domain simulations can replace
traditional RF coupling calculations if at least a medium-sized cluster is available.
Finite-difference spatial discretization does an excellent job of modeling the most
complicated launch structures when Dey-Mittra cut cells are used.
This was
demonstrated by a blind validation exercise where VORPAL computed the voltage
phasing of the interdigital line within roughly one degree of the experimental value. In
vacuum, the experimental and VORPAL values for the parallel refractive index are the
same, nk = 6.8. With flattened antenna models, MWS computed an nk = 6.7 (Chapter
3.1.3 of Ref. [8]) and COMSOL nk = 6.3 [11]. The large error for the COMSOL results
is not understood, but insufficent numerical resolution was ruled out [11]. An MWS
simulation with the realistic, curved antenna was performed, but the result was worse
than for the flattened antenna, possibly due to the need for higher numerical resolution
to resolve the curved geometry.
It should be mentioned that the relatively small computational-domain size for the
VORPAL simulations presented here should be sufficient when there is no cut off inside
the plasma, i.e. when the parallel wave number is large enough. However, if there is a
cut off inside the plasma, but outside of the computational domain, the PML boundary
will nonphysically absorb the wave energy before it is reflected against the cut-off layer.
If this numerical damping is more or less matched by Landau damping in the real world,
the simulations results should still be valid. However, if the numerical damping is much
stronger than the real Landau damping, the simulations could be overly optimistic about
the antenna performance. This might have affected our simulations of the existing MkIII
version of the antenna (Case A above). For future work, care should be taken to make
sure the computational domain is large enough to include any cut-off layer.
The experimental results for the MST interdigital line MkIII antenna are
inconclusive. This is to be expected, given that the RF power used was at least an
order of magnitude below the 1 MW estimate given by Uchimoto for significant current
drive. There might also be an accessibility problem due to the too-low parallel wave
number of the launched wave. This would be consistent with experimental observations
of hard x-ray emission (above 10 keV) at the plasma edge, believed to be caused by
bremsstrahlung from a population of fast, ponderomotively accelerated electrons (see
Chapter 4.3 of Ref. [8] for details). Poor accessibility, with resultant reflection against
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the cut-off layer, will build up the field amplitude and open various channels of parasitic
absorption. Another indication of poor accessibility in the experiment is that ohmic
heating and through power (Poynting flux reaching the output feed) is several times
larger than in the simulations (see Chapter 2.7 of Ref. [8]). This could be explained
by radiated power being reflected back into the launch structure. Shifting the focus
of the VORPAL/RANT3D simulations from the antenna to the wave propagation and
absorption in the plasma could help shed light on the performance of the MkIII antenna.
The VORPAL simulations presented here do an excellent job of modeling antenna
performance and wave propagation in the plasma. They do not capture electron
Landau damping, the dominant absorption mechanism. To extend the simulations to
incorporate Landau damping by using kinetic electrons at the relatively low frequency of
800 MHz would take us to the leading edge of supercomputing. A much more sensible
approach would be to leave the absorption computation for RANT3D/AORSA1D-H,
which does an excellent job for propagation/absorption if given a correct antenna current
distribution as input. The combination of VORPAL, or a code with similar capabilities,
together with the efficient and reliable workhorse RANT3D, is something that is worth
consideration for RF coupling simulations in general.
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